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Abstract

This study aimed to systematically and globally evaluate the monthly precipitation forecasts of Japan Meteoro-

logical Agency/Meteorological Research Institute-Coupled Prediction System ver. 2 (JMA/MRI-CPS2), a dynam-

ical seasonal climate forecast (Dyn-SCF) system operated by the Japan Meteorological Agency, by comparing its 

forecasts with those of a statistical SCF (St-SCF) system using climate indices. We developed a new global St-

SCF system using 17 climate indices and compared the monthly precipitation of this system with those of JMA/

MRI-CPS2. Consequently, the skill of JMA/MRI-CPS2 was determined to be globally higher than that of the 

St-SCF for zero-month lead forecasts. Contrarily, for forecasts made with a lead time of 1 month or longer, the 

deterministic skill of JMA/MRI-CPS2 was comparable to that of the St-SCF, and the probabilistic skill of JMA/

MRI-CPS2 remained slightly higher. In addition to evaluating the skill of JMA/MRI-CPS2, we identified  several 

regions and seasons, for which JMA/MRI-CPS2 exhibited a low forecast skill, compared with the St-SCF. This 

indicated that JMA/MRI-CPS2 cannot suffici ently reproduce certain dynamics. In conclusion, comparing Dyn-

SCFs with St-SCFs can elucidate the potential regions and seasons to improve the forecast skill of Dyn-SCFs.
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What is statistical seasonal forecasting (St-SF)?

By using strong correlation between reginal climates 
and large scale phenomena like ENSO, NAO, etc.    

• St-SF relies on strong stability and teleconnection 
➢ Time Lag correlation

P(T+L)〜Idx(T) T: Present
L: lead time



Advantages and disadvantages

Advantage Disadvantage

Dynamical Understanding High cost

Statistical Low cast Little for Understanding

Which is better： Dynamical vs Statistical?
in terms of forecasting performance??



Method and materials



Statistical model
17 climate indices

STEP1: 17 statistical model are developed for each grid
STEP2: The model with highest performance is selected for each grid.

A spline curve is fitted
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Fig. 9. Climate indices selected for grids with positive MSSS. The left, center-left, center-right, and right columns denote March, June, September, and December,  

respectively. The top, middle, and bottom denote the zero- to 2-month lead forecasts. 



Results

• Dy-SF has higher performance for zero-month forecasting than St-SF
• For one and more month forecasting, both have similar performance

Deterministic Probabilistic
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Fig. 7. Spatial distribution of MSSS for JMA/MRI-CPS2. The left, center-left, center-right, and right columns denote March, June, September, and December, 

respectively. The top, middle, and bottom denote the zero- to 2-month lead forecasts. 
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Fig. 8. Spatial distribution of MSSS for the St-SCF using climate indices. The left, center-left, center-right, and right columns denote March, June, September, 

and December, respectively. The top, middle, and bottom denote the zero- to 2-month lead forecasts. 

It is clear that Dy-SF has higher performance
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Fig. 10. Comparison of latitude for 

MSSS-hi (left) and AUC-hi (right) for 

zero-month (top) to 5-month (bottom) 

lead forecasts. The red and black lines 

are the values by JMA/MRI-CPS2 

and the St-SCF using climate indices, 

respectively.
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• For zero-month forecasting, Dy-SF has higher performance globally, 
but especially at low latitude.

• For more than one-month forecasting, there is no difference.



Can St-FS contribute to improvement of Dy-
FS?
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Fig. 11. Comparison of precipitation at south Philippines (a; 120°E, 10°N) and southwest Australia (b; 117.5°E, 

30°S) from 2001 to 2020 between observations (GPCP: black circle) and forecasts (red dots) by JMA/MRI-CPS2 

and the St-SCF with NINO3.4 or NINO4. The MSSS values are also shown. 

(a) South Philippines

(b) Southwest Australia
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higher than that of the St-SCF (Figs. 6, 10). Generally, 

Dyn-SCF systems are known to have particularly high 

forecast skill in the tropics (Doblas-Reyes et al. 2013). 

Our study is the first to demonstrate the added value of 

Dyn-SCF systems on zero-month lead forecasts over 

St-SCF systems. Additionally, for forecasts longer 

than 1 month, the deterministic skill of JMA/MRI-

CPS2 was comparable to that of the St-SCF using 

climate indices, and the probabilistic skill of JMA/

MRI-CPS2 was slightly higher (Fig. 6). At mid- and 

high-latitudes, no large differ en ces were observed in 

deterministic and probabilistic forecast skills between 

the two models (Fig. 10). These results clearly indi-

cate that improving the skill of JMA/MRI-CPS2 for 

longer-term forecasts over 1 month is a challenge that 

must be addressed. The improvement in the skill of 

Dyn-SCFs in comparison with St-SCFs is discussed in 

the next section.

4.2  Improvement of forecast skill by comparing with 

St-SCF using climate indices 

Various methods have been proposed to improve 

the forecast skill of Dyn-SCFs, including the initial-

ization of soil moisture (Prodhomme et al. 2016b) 

and higher resolution (Prodhomme et al. 2016a). For 

JMA/MRI-CPS2, Takaya et al. (2021) demonstrated 

that the forecast skill significa nt ly increases with the 

number of ensembles. However, the realization of 

these improvements required a great deal of effor t. In 

addition, if potential regions and seasons for improve-

ment were known in advance, the model improvement 

could have been more effici ent . In this study, by 

comparing the forecast skill of JMA/MRI-CPS2 with 

that of the St-SCF system, we found that in several 

regions and seasons, JMA/MRI-CPS2 exhibited a low 

forecast skill, whereas the St-SCF using climate indi-

ces showed a high forecast skill. This clearly indicated 

the presence of certain dynamics that are not well re-

(a) South Philippines

(b) Southwest Australia

Fig. 12. Relationship between climate indices and precipitation in south Philippines (a; 120°E, 10°N) and southwest 

Australia (b; 117.5°E, 30°S). The dots indicate the observational precipitation and climate index values. The red 

triangles indicate the forecasted precipitation and climate indices.

By comparing St-FS and Dy-FS, we can 
find area where St-FS has higher 
performance than Dy-FS 

In such areas, there might be robust 
dynamics between climate indices and 
precipitation, but Dy-FS does not 
represent the dynamics well.

By analyzing such area, Dy-FS could be 
improved.

Is this an easy way to find robust dynamics 
which Dy-FS can improve??

Because there might be robust dynamics!!



Summary on Dynamical VS statistical SF

• For zero-month forecasting
✓Dy-SF has higher performance for zero-month forecasting than St-SF

✓globally, but especially at low latitude.

• For one and more month forecasting
✓both have similar performance

• By comparing St-SF and Dy-SF, it is possible to find robust dynamics 
which Dy-SF does not represent well and can improve.



Application of seasonal 
forecasting in agriculture

Global Crop Growth Monitoring and Yield Forecasting System

Crop-MoniCast



Food insecurity: Undernourished People

1. Conflict
2. Climate extremes and variability
3. Economic shocks

4. COVID-19 (since 2020)

Since 2014, the number of 
hunger people turned to 
increase

Climate change has become so significant that it can affect the global food security index

FAO (2022)



Crop MoniCast: Global Crop Monitoring and Yield Forecasting System

LAI (Leaf Area Index)

①Crop Monitoring：Utilizing 

satellite and meteorological 
data up to the present, the 
current crop growth status is 
estimated.

②Seasonal forecast data (from JMA/MRI)

②Yield forecasting：Using the 

current growth estimation as an 
initial value, crop yield 
prediction is conducted with  
seasonal forecasts.

Forecasting(6 mon. adv.)Monitoring(Present)

Reanalysis climate data (JMA)

①Satellite data (from JAXA)

③Crop model

Present Harvest
Climate data up to the present

Temperature/Precipitation data (6 mon. adv.)

(i)Monitoring Subsystem (ii)Yield Forecasting Subsystem

Data assimilation

GPP
Glucose 

stock

Leaf biomass Stem 
biomass

Root
biomass

Storage
biomass

Starch 
stock

Dead leaf

Leaf Stem Root Storage

Maintenance Respiration

Growth Respiration

MATSIRO
LAI, Height

Root
DVI

DVR

Assimilate Partitioning module DVI module

MATCRO



Crop yield forecasting

Crop growth monitoring

Front page of Global Crop Monitoring and Yield Forecasting 

「Crop MoniCast」

Under construction...



Crop yield forecasting

18

Step1：Selection: start month

Step2：Selection: Forecast year Step3：Click grid for detail information

Forecast

Orange：mean, Green：forecast

Selection variable

Ensemble

You can easily see forecasted crop yields  



Performance

May Jun Jul

Aug Sep Oct

The system successfully forecasted the failure in 1993 in Japan



Summary and challenges

• We are developing Crop-MoniCast
• Global crop monitoring and yield forecasting system 

• We are preparing for opening the system for public
• by Apr. 2024
• Rice only
• Ver. 1

• 4 major crops (Rice, Wheat, Maze, and Soybean)

• Downscaling with ML/DL
• with Drs. Nakaegawa and Takaya (MRI)
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